
English Notes  

Class - VII  

Based on Grammar Book  

⁶Chapter - 7 

Topic – Adverbs 

A. Look at the pictures given below and describe the pictures by framing 

sentences using adverbs of place in your notebook: 

1. There is a big school and it is surrounded by the very beautiful 

garden. The school is very beautiful and a wall clock is hung below 

the top roof of it. It is all painted with pink colour and the windows 

are framed with big white glasses. The yellow flowers are 

beautifully blossomed behind it, in a column. The bushes are  

grown up at the two sides of the entrance of school premises . 

There are many children in school,  including boys and girls. All the 

students have tidily worn the  school dress. Boys have worn navy 

blue pants and a tie with sky blue shirt, and girls have put on navy 

blue skirt and a tie with sky blue shirt. All the children have put on 

black shoes. Some children are loudly reading their lesson in the 

class and some are silently reading their book in the library. Some 

children are making noise in the playground and two children are 

merrily flying over the sky, sitting in the toy-aeroplane. A boy has 

just arrived the school and a girl is heavily loaded with the pile of 

books. 
2. A dog is pleasantly flying over the sky, sitting in a parachute. The 

dog is brown in colour, and looks like a Bulldog. It looks frightened 

and noisily barking, looking downwards. The parachute is flying 

above the clouds. The parachute is beautifully designed with 

different colours and it is big in size. The dog did not find anyone 

around him to listen his barking, so now he is happily enjoying the 

flying over the sky and luckily finds him proud to fly over the sky, 

along with the birds. 

3. There is a very big restaurant on the street. The restaurant is fully 

packed with the crowed of people. All the tables are reserved by 

the people and waiters are busy in serving food. In the restaurant 



some people have come with his family and some with their 

friends to enjoy their meals. The various food items are available 

in the restaurant and the people are really enjoying their meal. 

The children are having soft drinks and the ice cream with great 

pleasure. Some are eagerly placing their orders and some are 

desperately waiting for their orders. Most of the people are loudly 

calling the waiters to attend them, since the waiters are too busy 

at their work. 

HW- Underline the Adverb of Place in the above Passages. 


